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____________________________________________________________ 
 

CITY RESEARCH & ENTERPRISE COMMITTEE 
 

MEETING NO. 168 HELD ON TUESDAY, 22 JUNE 2017 
 

AT 15:00 IN C318 
  

UNCONFIRMED MINUTES 
 
Attendance List 
 

Name of Member  
Meeting 
167 
31/01/2017 

Meeting 
168 
22/06/2017 

Meeting 
169 
23/11/2017 

Professor Andrew Jones 
(Chair) AJ    

Dr Tawhida Ahmed TA S   
Dr Miguel Mera MM    
Professor Charles Baden-Fuller CBF    

Dr Nicola Botting NB    

Louise Doolan LD A   
Professor Ron Douglas RD A   
Dr Elaine Fahey EF S   
Professor Ken Grattan KG    
Professor Chris Hull CH    
Professor Paula Jarzabkowski PJ S S  
Professor Panicos Kyriacou PK  N/A  
Dr Laudan Nooshin LN  A  
Dr Simone Stumpf  SS    
Dr Karen Shaw KS  A  
Dr Sally Barlow SB    
Dr Nicholas Behn NB    
Ms Sadie Wickwar SW  N/A  
Professor Caroline Wiertz CW  A  

 
 Indicates attendance 
With: Alex Elkins, Entrepreneurship Education Manager; Christine Giroux (CG), 
Strategic Programmes Manager; Dr Claudia Kalay (CK), Head of Research Support 
Services; Anna Ramberg (AR) Research Governance & Integrity Manager; Szabi 
Steiner (SS), Research & Enterprise Operations Manager; Mariah Loukou (ML), 

Item 35.3.1 
Senate 13.12.17 
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Research & Enterprise Policy Officer; and Joanna Short (JS), Research & Enterprise 
Office Administrator (Secretary).   
 
Attendance key: 
        Present 
A          Apologies received 
R          Representative in attendance 
N/M      Period when not a member 
N/A       No apologies received 
S          Sabbatical  
 
1. Minutes  
2. The minutes of meeting No. 167 held on 31 January 2017 were approved. 

 
2. Matters Arising 
 

I. The Chair reviewed the action points from the previous minutes. The 
Committee noted that this year’s ARQM (Annual Research Quality 
Monitoring) Exercise had largely been completed with the exception of 
some aspects relating to special circumstances issues, which were yet to 
be resolved. 

II. The Committee received verbal update on the procurement of the new 
research grants management system. This purchase was a joint effort 
between Research & Enterprise, Procurement, Research Finance and IT 
Services. The successful bidder, Worktribe, comprised a pre-award, post-
award and contract agreements modules and included a reporting tool. 
Worktribe was currently being used at UCL, Imperial College, Edinburgh 
and Open University among others. 

III. The Committee received verbal update on the progress of the online stuff 
hub and ongoing work on the research & enterprise web pages.  

 
The Committee noted that KG and AJ discussed the role of the City Research 
& Enterprise Committee in Graduate School business.  
 
Action 1 (JS) Secretary to prepare Matters Arising list in table format, after 
investigating with Senate requirements.  
 

i. Consultation on the second Research Excellence Framework 
(REF2021) 

 
The Committee noted that the Units of Assessment or subject categories in REF2021 
had not yet been published as the consultation between HEFCE and the higher 
education sector about the next REF was ongoing. The proposals in the consultation 
sought to build on the first REF conducted in 2014, and to incorporate the principles 
identified in Lord Stern’s Independent Review of the REF.  

It was believed that the rules for REF 2021 would be consistent with and similar to 
those of REF 2014 and not many significant changes were expected.  However, one 
area which would affect City was the proposed clearer definition of REF Category C 
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staff (staff not employed by the submitting HEI, but whose research was primarily 
focused in the submitted unit). In REF 2021 researchers in the NHS could be 
submitted to the REF as Category C staff. 

 
 
The Committee received a verbal update on the importance of HEFCE’s consultation 
on detailed arrangements for the second Research Excellence Framework (REF 
2021). Following the consultation the UK funding bodies, including HEFCE, would 
publish the initial decisions on key areas of REF 2021 in September 2017. 
 
The Associate Deans for Research (& Enterprise) expressed their concerned about 
how HEFCE would implement many of Lord Stern’s recommendations for REF 2021. 
These operational and technical aspects formed the basis of the consultation. 
HEFCE was aware of the potential administrative burden that would accompany Lord 
Stern’s recommendations should they be implemented and was keen to alleviate 
these where possible.  
 
HEFCE’s consultation on detailed arrangements for REF 2021 included the following 
proposals: 
 

• Portability of research outputs. When an academic left one institution for 
another should the publications leave too or should they be shared according 
to some rule or formula? 

 
• Incentives for and assessment of interdisciplinary research in REF. 

 
• Having a minimum and maximum number of research outputs for each 

member of staff submitted to the REF with a suggested maximum limit of six 
outputs. 

 
City was beginning to consider its approach to the REF 2021 and implement what 
was believed to be the final version of the REF guidance. City would likely submit to 
more units of assessment compared to REF 2014, including English and History. 
 
The ARQM should be revised and updated to mimic the changes in the REF 2021 as 
it was not fit for purpose in current form. For example, currently the ARQM did not 
vary the number of outputs but required all staff to have four good outputs unless 
they had special circumstances. In addition, the ARQM did not differentiate 
sufficiently between 3* and 4* activity but in the REF 2021 4* activity delivers much 
higher financial and reputational reward than 3*. 
 
ii. Doctoral Training Centers 
The Committee received a verbal update on the SeNSS Doctoral Training 
Partnership, which was sponsored by ESRC and led by the University of Essex. City 
was one of 10 consortium members and participates in two subject pathways: 
Economics and Business & Management Studies.  
 
SeNSS started operating in 2016 and in the first year City was awarded one 
studentship in Economics. However, the student decided to take up another offer at a 
different university. Looking forward, it would be advantageous, both for strategic and 
tactical reasons to make more studentship applications in the next round .The 
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favorable areas are in the following subjects: Psychology, Sociology, Social Policy 
and Politics to participate in SeNSS as well and discussions at City had begun 
regarding how to achieve this over the long term.  
 
 
 
The Engineering & Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) had recently 
reviewed their strategic relationships with UK universities and had invited City to join 
their strategic network as a Corresponding Partner University. The network 
comprised of the institutions that engaged most with the EPSRC (about 36) and was 
divided into three tiers (Corresponding, Partners and Major Partners in that order).  
 
The Corresponding Partner group included Cranfield, Durham, Exeter and Lancaster. 
It was hoped that this represented a step-change in City’s engagement with the 
EPSRC funding, including more PhD Studentships. The Committee noted that there 
would be a EPSRC Doctoral Training Partnership call in January. 
 
In relation to the Arts and Humanities City, University of London alliances with Brunel 
and Loughborough University would be developed in preparation for a future bid for 
an Arts & Humanities Research Council Doctoral Training Partnership. 
 
 
iii. Graduate School  
The Committee noted that Graduate School had been established five years ago and 
the President had requested that it be reviewed. The Committee received a verbal 
update on RaP (Research and Progress), which was the institutional-wide online 
system that records, monitors and reports on doctoral supervision and research 
student progress across the institution. It had been developed in collaboration with 
Manchester University. The Graduate School Committee had discussed the future of 
RaP and had decided to renew the license and had recommended changing to a 
different system eventually.  
 
The Committee received a verbal update on the changes adopted by the Medical 
Research Council (MRC) in allocation of resources. MRC had decided not to offer 
doctoral training partnerships. City becomes eligible for all studentship allocation 
routes, namely the open competition route or the project-linked studentship route. 
 
The Committee also noted that MRC studentship bid was encouraged across 
disciplines, which would more likely have favorable outcomes. Students in receipt of 
MRC studentship funds needed to be home or EU, not international. 
 
3. Interdisciplinary Centres 
The Committee received an update on the progress of the outline bids for internally 
funded interdisciplinary centres. 
 
The outline-bid stage was intended as an audit of activity and ideas at an earlier 
stage when the rule of REF were unknown. The outline bids were reviewed by the 
Chair and the Research and Enterprise Office dedicated team whilst awaited for the 
REF Guidelines and that helped us construct the call guidance. The Committee re-
quested that clearer guidance on what was needed from those proposing new cen-
tres was provided and more explicit criteria relating to eligibility, activities and quality 
of centre applications. For the full-stage bids the Chair confirmed that a structured 
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application form and guidance for applicants would be produced and this would be 
sent to Associate Deans over the summer.  
Interdisciplinarity that leads to 3*/4* research outputs and which is sustainable are 
the three key criteria. There needs to be a recurrent income stream for these centers 
to endure and succeed.  
 
The Chair suggested that City should be aiming for the best interdisciplinary strategy 
which is expected to qualify is the cross- main panel of disciplinarity in REF. 
 
Action 2 (AJ) The Chair noted explicitly that the format for the proposal for In-
terdisciplinary Centers had to change to reflect accurately the criteria of en-
gagement. 
 
4. Higher Education Innovation Funding (HEIF) 
The Committee received a short verbal update about the Higher Education Innova-
tion Funding (HEIF). This funding stream was provided by HEFCE to support and de-
velop a broad range of knowledge-based interactions between universities and col-
leges and the wider world. City received more than £2m of HEIF funding annually. In 
return the institution had to provide HEFCE with a five year HEIF strategy and an an-
nual report of HEIF expenditure and another annual report on HEIF-related income, 
e.g. contract research, consultancy, and CPD income. From 2017/18 onwards 
HEFCE were imposing new rules on HEIF which may result in City having to provide 
significantly more evidence on HEIF expenditure. As a regular occurrence most of 
HEIF funding was not transferable for next year, if not spend. The Committee noted 
that there was a wide spectrum of how HEIF funding was spent in other universities, 
and City planned to have a strategic review of HEIF to determine the best way for-
ward under the new HEIF rules.  
 
5. Draft of Research & Enterprise Strategy Implementation Plan 
The Committee received a verbal update on the Research & Enterprise Strategy Im-
plementation Plan, which was nearing its final version. The Research & Enterprise 
Strategy Implementation Plan was an operational plan that would support the Institu-
tional Research and Enterprise Strategy. The Chair would circulate the current draft 
to the Committee for review and comment, before it was sent to Senate, Executive 
Committee and the Trades Unions.  
 
Action 3 (AJ) The Chair to circulate the Draft of Research & Enterprise Strategy 
Implementation Plan to the Committee. 
 
6. ‘Deep Dive’ PhDs.  
The Committee received a verbal update on the “Deep Dive” paper.  
The President had requested at the ExCo meeting to receive an overview of current 
PhD trends and planning numbers in the next five years in order to address the is-
sues facing future direction of doctoral students at City. Research environment is a 
complex notion and City is unlikely to achieve its vision of becoming more research 
intensive institution without planning to align to important measure with its aspiration. 
The analysis of REF 2014 suggests that an average PhD student figure of 1.2 to 1.6 
per academic staff FTE per year (completing within 4 years). Whilst this varies by 
disciplines, a crude figure of 1.5 is useful for planning at the school and institutional 
level. In order to address the issue of completion rate and to join the DTP’s, City has 
adopted an institutional PI of 100% completions within four years, which mirrors the 
policy of research intensive competitors. 
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The paper also mentions the formal elements of the journey that mirror what is seen 
in our competitors and the best Doctoral Training Centre models includes the follow-
ing:  

• attention to recruitment   
• formal PhD student training 
• supervision skills and staff training 
• employability preparation 
• pastoral/health care of students 
This will allow to build both physical, intellectual and social vibrant community of 
doctoral students, which will increase the completion rate and improves student 
experience.  
 

City has also a number of potential advantages that it could exploit better. As a cen-
tral London institution, City has a potential of attracting more high quality self –funded 
(both UK and International) PhD students than research intensive universities outside 
London. Joining the University of London is likely to have considerably amplified the 
scope for this and makes it more attractive for international students. 
 
7. Revised Report on HR Excellence in Research Award 
The Committee received a verbal update on a progress and action plan of the re-
vised Report on HR Excellence in Research Award. The Research Development Day 
focusing on Researchers had received very good feedback. The Research Develop-
ment Programme, which consisted of seventeen training events taking place be-
tween January and June, had also received good feedback. Building on that success 
the Research Support Services Team was currently developing this year’s pro-
gramme, which would include sessions on generic and transferable skills training 
such as how to write journal articles and career guidance. Activities would also in-
clude changing the appraisal forms and looking at appraisal process, to improve the 
use and also help with researcher career development. Research Assistants needed 
to be made aware if are eligible to attend research development programmes offered  
to academics. 
The Committee has been seen as the main monitoring body for actions under the 
award, where it has been asked and discuss the adequacy of the revised Action Plan 
of the Research Development Programme at City for the period 2016-2019 and ap-
prove it, if satisfied. The Committee noted some questions with regards to previous 
events and current proposal for this year where both were covered in actions points 
below. Comments and suggestions on this topic should be sent to Dr Claudia Kalay, 
Head of Research Support Services.  
 
Action 4 (CK) to circulate a list of the events that happened this year. All com-
ments are welcome.CK will re- circulate to the committee members the pro-
posal of the action plan (schedule of the events) for the training for upcoming 
academic year. 
 
8. Research Governance & Integrity Committee  
The Committee received a verbal update on the progress in developing the Research 
Governance & Integrity Committee. It had been agreed that a Research Governance 
Working Group was required, but now had been formalised and as a committee. Its 
role was to have oversight of research integrity issues, including ensuring full compli-
ant with the Concordat Supporting Research Integrity as an institution.  
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The Research Governance & Integrity Committee would report into Research & En-
terprise Committee. Minutes from the Research Governance & Integrity Committee 
meeting would be submitted to this Committee. Draft Terms of Reference were in-
cluded in this meeting.  
 
There had been an action plan agreed with HEFCE which was working towards im-
plementation of the plan by the end of this year, ensuring compliance. After the initial 
period of implementation the Committee would focus on developing and supporting 
research integrity and governance. Professor Jason Chuah would chair the commit-
tee. The committee would also consider training provisions available in Schools, with 
the aim to develop further appropriate, discipline specific as well as generic, training 
programmes across the institution. 
 
9. University Research Pump Priming Scheme: Suggested Changes  
The Committee received a verbal update and a request for changes to the research 
pump-priming scheme. 
There had been suggestions brought forward by the Committee to increase the level 
of funding available through the pump-priming scheme and to change the eligibility 
criteria of the scheme as the number of applications out stripped the funding availa-
ble. The Committee argued that there was a feeling among some that mid-career re-
searchers and early researchers were not receiving enough support from the institu-
tion. Amending the eligibility criteria of the pump-priming scheme was one way to ad-
dress these concerns.  
 
In the University Research Pump-Priming Fund Proposed Changes paper there is a 
recommendation of increasing the maximum award from £5000 to £10000 of the 
funding available to applicants to the Pump Priming Scheme.  
 
Action 5: (AJ) The Chair to report back on a possibility of increasing budget 
and also look at the criteria of eligibility of obtaining funding. 
He will also report on the amount by which budget can be increased. 
 
10. Proposal for Learning Enhancement and Development Educational Re-
search (LEaDER) Centre  
The Chair updated the committee on the format of the proposed Learning Enhance-
ment and Development Educational Research (LEaDER) Center. The proposal was 
that the centre’s would include a stronger focus on engagement. The structure and 
governance of LEaDER was quite novel. It had been semi-detached from the School 
structure of the institution and had its own board of studies. 
 
It was acknowledged that the criteria and processes for establishing and monitoring 
research centres was not uniform across the institution. The Chair would appreciated 
any further comments on the matter.  
 
The Committee requested clarity on 3* and 4* research in an educational sense, 
which would help researchers to know what they were aiming for. 
 
Action 6: (AJ) The Chair will take forward Charles’s comments about standard-
izing criteria and process for City’s Research Centres. 
        
11. Annual Review of Research Centers, Units and Groups 
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The Committee received a verbal update on the annual review on progress and usa-
bility of Research Centers. The Chair mentioned that in the past the Committee re-
ceived a list of Research Centers. In other institutions there would be annual review 
on performance of Research Centers. The actual performance was taken into ac-
count. CF requested the information about criteria of Research Centers from other 
Schools as the criteria for Research Centers were currently not clear. 
 
Action 7 (JM) The Chair requested from John Montgomery to investigate and 
review set of criteria, by which schools create and review Research Centers. 
The purpose of this report is to understand better what our institutional criteria 
for forming Research Centers are. The findings to be presented to this commit-
tee after completion. 
          
12. Research Data Repository  
 
The committee received a paper on the institutional research data repository. The 
paper defines what research data management is and what open access to data is 
and how it will be achieved at City along with the benefits and risks of operating an 
institutional repository. The risks with the repository included a lack of engagement 
with the open access to data agenda, difficulty in estimating the life-time costs of the 
system and data storage. The benefits included compliance with EPRSC funding 
rules, and higher performance in the Research Excellence Framework 2021 as it was 
believed that institutions would be asked to describe how they supported the open 
access agenda. 

 
The repository, for which a business case was being developed, would enable City’s 
researchers to make their research data open access. Individual researchers would 
still have control over what they choose to put into the repository. 
 
Apart from a general belief that open data was good for scientific progress, City also 
had specific requirement to deposit data arising from EPSRC funding into open ac-
cess. The institutional data repository would enable researchers to do this and allow 
the institution to monitor compliance.  
 
13. Data Sharing Agreement Form  
The Committee noted the draft data sharing agreement. It was recommended that 
the forms were to be signed by the Associated Deans for if that was supported by the 
Committee. All comments were welcome and should to be sent to Mariah Loukou.  
 
14. Minutes for Information  
To note minutes from the following meetings: 
  
School Research Committees 

• Cass Minutes October 2016, January & March 2017  
Paper Ki, Kii & Kiii 

• SASS Minutes October 2016, February & May 2017 
Papers Li, Lii & Lii 

• SHS Minutes  October & December 2016, January 2017 
           Papers Mi, Mii, & Miii 
 

• SMCSE Minutes 
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Papers Ni, Nii, Niii & Niv 

• CLS Minutes RC32 
Papers O 

• Graduate School  Minutes  October 2016 
Paper P 
 

15. Date of meetings 2017/18 
Thursday 23 November 2017 in D427 14.30-16.30 
 
Secretary:  Joanna Short 
Email:   Joanna.Short.1@city.ac.uk  
Telephone:  020 7040 3237 
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